Choose from eight exciting cartridges* to expand the power of your child’s Speak & Spell unit!

*sold separately
Expand your child’s spelling skills with additional cartridges!

**BASIC BUILDERS™** **GRADES 2 - 4**
Basic words are often hard to spell. Let Basic Builders help you master those troublesome critters!
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 132 words.

**VOWEL POWER™** **GRADES 2 - 4**
With Vowel Power on your side, different vowel combinations can be a snap to pronounce and spell.
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 140 words.

**SUPER STUMPERS™** **GRADES 4 - 6**
Blast those Super Stumpers and jump high over the hurdles of irregular spellings, silent letters, and double consonants!
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 125 words.

**MIGHTY VERBS™** **GRADES 4 - 6**
Tackle mighty troublesome verb forms that change their spelling from present to past tense.
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 120 words.

**VOWEL VENTURES™** **GRADES 6 - 8**
Conquer troublesome vowel combinations and perfect the spelling of words with long vowel sounds.
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 145 words.

**SUPER STUMPERS™** **GRADES 6 - 8**
Zero in on those spelling demons — commonly misspelled words — and prepare for more difficult writing assignments ahead.
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 125 words.

**MAGNIFICENT MODIFIERS™** **GRADES 4 - 6**
Learn just how magnificent modifiers can be by practicing the spelling of their various forms!
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 134 words.

**HOMONYM HEROES™** **GRADES 6 - 8**
Be a hero! Learn the differences in spelling those words that sound alike but have different meanings.
This cartridge expands the built-in vocabulary of the Speak & Spell unit by 98 words.

If you can't find the cartridges you want, you may obtain them directly from Texas Instruments. Call toll free within the contiguous U.S. at (800) 842-2737. If outside contiguous United States call (866) 741-4800. (We regret that we cannot accept collect calls at this number.)
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Texas Instruments is committed to creating products that provide fun-filled learning experiences for children. The Speak & Spell learning aid is only one of our family of products which includes: Speak & Math™, Speak & Read™, Touch & Tell™, and The Little Professor™.
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